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The Brand 

competito July´s case study is about 

one famous bag brand from 

the U.K. We can´t disclosure 

the brand´s name, so we are 

calling it Cool Bags. 

The brand was already 

stablished in East Asia and 

had a Chinese partner, 

which worked as a brand 

representative in China.  

However, there was a 

problem… 
 



 

  

As the sales results and 

brand strategy didn´t 

meet Cool Bags´ 

expectations, the 

company decided to end 

up the partnership and 

take control of all 

operations in China. 

The Problem 

Sounds like a perfect 

idea, but…  



 

  

The Headache 

It means that the .cn domain, the 

ICP license, the online stores, the 

website, all social media accounts 

etc. where all under the former 

partner control. 

The former partner did not 

want to give back the official 

online infrastructure to Nice 

Bags, even though it didn´t 

hold the brand rights anymore! 

 



 

  

The Challenge 

Cool Bags found Jademond, in order to: 

1 – Recover the Online Infrastructure; 

2 – Create the strategy and manage its 

marketing and sales channels; 

3 – Develop its retail/distribution in 

China. 



 

  
The Infrastructure 

We actually failed in recovering 

the infrastructure from the 

previous partner, once they 

were not willing to negotiate. 

Instead, our team proposed to 

build up a new infrastructure 

from ground and give all of its 

control and rights to Cool Bags. 
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The Execution 

Jademond registered a 

new ICP using the domain 

www.coolbags.net.cn 

Our I.T. team coded a new “China 

Friendly” website following SEO 

guidelines and integrating it with all 

other main channels.   

The Social Media team created the 

social media accounts (Wechat / Weibo) 

and all necessary content to feed it.   
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Our photographer and graphic 

designers, created all required visual 

content, including the product´s photos. 

Jademond also entered in contact with 

Cool Bag´s previous KOLs and media 

partners in order to propose a new deal 

and keep the brand image consistent. 



 

  
Results 



 

 

 

  

 

Marketing and Sales 
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1 
We had to set the Brand´s tone 

and voice to the Chinese market; 

2 
The marketing channels and 

partners had to be integrated 

with the branding strategy. 

 
We knew Cool Bags needed to distribute and make 

its products available all across China, so: 



 

 

  

Tone and Voice 

It means that we kept part of its English 

origins, but only worked with Asian 

models, aesthetics and environments. 

The brand remained identified as 

European and British, however 

its appeal was built around 

Chinese perspectives. 



 

  

Influencing People 

Most foreign companies believe their global 

Voice and Tone fits the Chinese customers’ 

expectations. 

How can you sell a product that doesn´t 

match the customer behavior? How can 

KOLs, influencers and other partners 

sell it if it doesn´t suit their life style? 

And that´s not true… 



 

 

  

We built an Omni-channel 

In China, Omini-channel doesn´t only 

mean a seamless shopping experience. 

It is mandatory to integrate, ads, KOLs, 

order placement, order handling, logistics, 

customer service etc.  

Cool Bags had to give control and let the 

customer participate in the process… 



  Roadmap 
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Sales and Distribution 

Jademond found the best warehouse 

solution in mainland China and integrated 

it to the customs, therefore the taxes are 

deducted automatically on each sale. 
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The business development department sourced 

distributors and retailers, then closed 14 long 

term contracts, securing several third-party sales 

channels and providing reliable support to them.    

Cool Bags also needed to develop its sales 

and distribution channels.  
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Our I.T. and Ecommerce teams unified Cool Bags’ storefront, 

order placement, order handling, inventory, customer service 

and marketing channels with the distributors and retailers, in 

order to make it easy to manage, sell and deliver.   

Cool Bags’ product mix, presentation, branding and other 

related strategies, were developed and combined across 

all channels, including KOLs and media partners. Our 

Branding and Marketing teams made it sure everyone 

was able to understand what Cool Bags was about. 

Jademond implemented its omnichannel strategy not only 

to Cool Bags’ storefront, but also to the distributors and 

retailers. Any customer was able to have the same brand 

experience no matter from where he was buying from. 



 

  
Results 

  
During the validation period (first 3 months), we generated 

180.000¥ of revenue, surpassing Cools Bags´ previous partner 

  

Jademond provided 8 distributors and 6 retailers, which 

brought stability, increased the range to all mainland 

China and leveraged the revenue by more than 90 times, 

by reaching more than 16MI ¥/month. 

  
All channels and operations were integrated making Cool 

Bags´ seamless Chinese and having ownership over all 

aspects of its business, as Jademond managed its operations. 
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Follow our LinkedIn page and 
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